Cotton Sparkle
Starry Night Scarf

Cotton Sparkle
Starry Night Scarf
Note! This piece is worked in one piece and is reversible.

Tail
Cast on 32
Row 1: *MTC, purl 2* across
Repeat row 1 for 5 in.

Keyhole Side A

Materials
100g Euro Yarns Cotton Sparkle
(shade #4 shown.)
US 8 needle or size needed to
obtain gauge.

Slip purls to stitch holder while working MTC across row. (Stitches on
holder will be knit shortly.)
Continue working current side by turning work.
KH Row 1: Purl 16
KH Row 2: MTC 8 times
Repeat Keyhole Rows 1 & 2 for a total of 6 MTC rows.
Purl 1 row and cut yarn.
Place these sts on stitch holder.

Keyhole Side B
Join yarn and work stitches previously held beginning with purl side.
Repeat Keyhole Rows 1 & 2 for a total of 6 MTC rows.

Gauge

Join Keyhole

Approx. 16 sts = 4 in. in Stockinette
stitch.

Join two pieces together by working *MTC from stitch holder and
then purl two from needle* across row.

Abbreviations
K
KH
P
St
MTC

Knit
Keyhole
Purl
Stitch
Mini-TwistingCable(knitinto back of
2nd st from tip of needle, do not
remove from needle, knit into front
of first st. Drop both sts from
needle.)

The Rest
Row 1:
*MTC, purl 2* across
Repeat for 26 in.
Bind Off in in knit 2, purl 2 pattern.
Weave in all tails securely.
Insert long end of scarf through the keyhole opening and wear with
aplomb.

Credits
Garment design and photography
by Nancy Nagle for Nangellini
Designs.
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